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Abstract: The regular associated model has been applied to investigate the surface tension and surface segregation of Sn-Mg liquid
using Butler’s equation. Application of model to Sn-Mg systems allows us to explain his thermodynamic behaviour by the existence of
SnMg2 associates. Computed surface tension is in disagreement with those of literature and decreases when temperature increases.
Calculated surface tension curve versus composition shows a maximum. This irregularity is explained by the presence of clusters in
liquid. Calculation of surface composition suggests segregation of tin atoms to the surface from xSn=0.33.
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1. Introduction
One of the important surface properties of liquid alloys is
surface tension. It plays an important role to understand
surface-related phenomena, such as interfacial adhesion and
wettability between the soldering material and the substrate.
Indeed, in order to produce a good wettability and strong
adhesion at the substrate/solder interface, the surface tension
of liquid solder must be low.
Due to the experimental difficulties, it is impossible to
measure the surface tension of all materials which are being
developed. For this purpose, several authors have proposed
calculation methods of surface tension of liquid [1-11]. In
our previous work [11], we have presented calculation
method using Butler’s equation [12] for the systems having
a thermodynamic behaviour characterised by short-range
order explained by the presence of associated atomic groups
(cluster) in liquid. This method relates surface tension of
liquid alloys to the thermodynamic data of the bulk phase. It
is useful for systems that we can’t measure this property or
there are discrepancies between the experimental
measurements. It also allows us to explain the irregularities
observed in surface tension isotherms and to predict its
variation with temperature.
In this work we have made an attempt to investigate the
surface tension and surface segregation of Sn-Mg liquids.
Our concern in these liquid alloys stems from the fact that it
could be used in soldering processes in the field of advanced
microelectronics and semiconductor packaging. Sn-Mg
alloys are used as materials for lead-free solders [13] and
have been found useful in flip-chip technology [14]. The
only data of surface tension of Sn-Mg liquid alloys that exist
in literature are those of Eremenko et al. at 1073 K [15].
They show that the measurements at a given composition are
not reproducible. The presence of highly reactive trace
impurities, such as oxygen, in the surrounding atmosphere
affects the measure of surface tension of tin based alloys;
that explains the discrepancies in literature data. In order to
review those literature data, we calculated the surface
tension of Sn-Mg liquids alloys versus composition and
temperature from thermodynamics properties of bulk phase
using Butler’s equation.
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Many authors have determined the enthalpy of formation of
Sn-Mg liquid [16-19]. Their results show disagreement. The
enthalpy of formation selected for this work is that of Steiner
et al. [16] which is in accordance with that of Hultgren et al.
[20]. The only data for free enthalpy of formation available
in literature are that of [20]. The thermodynamic behaviour
of studied system is characterised by very strong negative
departure to ideality, suggesting strong short-range order
explained by the presence of associated atomic groups
(cluster) in liquid. The regular associated model developed
elsewhere [21-27] can be applied to explain the
thermodynamics behaviours of these systems.
The aim of this work is the application of regular associated
model to Sn-Mg liquids alloys to compute surface tension
and surface segregation versus temperature and composition
using Butler’s equation.

2. Butler’s equation in Regular Associated
Model
The Butler’s equation has been established [12] assuming an
equilibrium between a bulk phase and a surface which is
regarded as hypothetical phase. Its expression for liquid
binary alloys is as follows:
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where R is the gas constant, T the temperature, σi the surface
tension of pure liquid i and αi the molar surface area in
monolayer of pure liquid i (i = A or B). αi is obtained as
 i  LNo1 / 3Vi2 / 3 , where No is the Avogadro’s number, Vi the
molar volume of pure liquid i and L the correction factor
resulting from the surface structure. The value of L is
usually set to be 1.091 for liquid metals assuming closed
packed structure [28].
Gi E , s (T , x As ) and GiE ,b (T , xbA ) are the partials excess free
enthalpies of component i versus temperature T and

composition

x As and xbA
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respectively. Their expressions are deduced from free
enthalpy expressed in regular associated model [11].
In associated model the mixture A–B consists of three
species, the “free” atoms A and B and the cluster AmBn≡C
(m and n are small integers). The expression of the molar
free enthalpy is given by:
Gbf ( x bA , T )  N Cb z b H   NTb z b ( AB X Ab X Bb
(2)
  AC X Ab X Cb   BC X Bb X Cb )  TNCb S   TSbconf
where zb is the coordination number of bulk phase, and
NCb , X ib and NTb are respectively the number of cluster, the
molar fraction of species i and the total number of species in
bulk ternary system. H  , S  and Sbconf are respectively

Sn, Mg  3.18 kJ / mol , Sn, SnMg 2  4.34 kJ / mol ,
Mg , SnMg 2  3.87 kJ / mol .

The enthalpy and the entropy of formation of cluster are
respectively: H   2.25 kJ / mol , S   7.62 J / K mol .
The calculated values of enthalpy of formation and excess
free enthalpy and those of literature are presented in figure
1. They show a good agreement. In figure 2, we presented a
number of different species in pseudo-ternary system, the
melt is not strongly associated (XSnMg2=0.3).

the enthalpy and the entropy of formation of cluster, Sbconf
is the molar configurational entropy and ωij are the binary
interaction parameters.
The superscript and subscript b refer to the quantities at the
bulk phases.
Free enthalpy in the surface phase has the same expression
as equation (2) by replacing superscript and subscript b by s.
We assume that H  , S  and interaction parameters ωij are
constant in the surface and bulk phases. The expression of
Butler’s equation in associated model is obtained by
substituting the expressions of partials excess free enthalpies
of components expressed in regular associated model in
equation (1).

Figure 1: Enthalpy and excess free enthalpy of formation of
Sn-Mg liquid at T = 1073 K.
hf : (•) literature [16]; (─) calculated
GXS : (o) literature [21]; (---) calculated

3. Calculation of Surface Tension
Using the enthalpy of formation and excess free enthalpy of
studied liquid alloys in the whole range of composition, we
can apply the regular associated model in order to elucidate
the nature and the stability of clusters and to determine the
binary interaction parameters ωij for each system. Usually,
the compound with the highest melting temperature persists
in liquid phase, and the short-range order can be explained
by the presence of cluster that has the same stoichiometry.
Once given the parameters H , S  and ij , we calculate,
versus composition, the partials free enthalpies of
components in surface and bulk phases at the chosen
temperature. Then, the two equations on the right-hand side
of Eq. (1) become an equation with unknown x As . This
equation is solved for x As and the value of x As is substituted
in Eq. (1) to calculate surface tension σ of liquid alloy. The
coordination number in the surface is taken as that for closed
packed structures (zs/zb=9/12). The prediction of surface
tension of liquid requires knowledge of those of the pure
metals. Surface tension data of pure Sn and Mg, versus
temperature, are taken from Ref [29].
The Sn-Mg system exhibits only one congruently compound
SnMg2. The thermodynamics functions show a minimum at
the composition corresponding to SnMg2. Hence, the
thermodynamic behaviour can be explained by the presence
of SnMg2 clusters in liquid. The calculation was carried out
with three interaction parameters:
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Figure 2: Composition of species of Sn-Mg liquid at
T = 1073 K.
(---) free Sn, (─∙─) free Mg, (──) Cluster SnMg2
Computed surface tension of Sn-Mg liquid alloys at 1073 K
is presented versus composition of tin in figure 3 and
consigned in table 1. Quantitatively, it is not in good
agreement with that of Eremenko et al. [15]. The
disagreement between computed surface tension and
experimental data is due to the presence of highly reactive
trace impurities, such as oxygen, in the surrounding
atmosphere which affects the measure. But the calculated
surface tension curve presents an irregularity, as that of
literature, near composition corresponding to the
stoichiometry of cluster SnMg2 (xSn=0.333). The surface
tension curve of Eremenko et al. [15] shows an abrupt
decrease at xSn=0.333 and our calculated surface tension
presents a maximum at this composition. According to
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Trifinov and Aleksandrov [30,31], the presence of maxima
in the curve of surface tension means that the clusters are not
surface active relative to pure component. The calculation of
surface tension at two other temperatures (873 K and 1273
K) shows that surface tension decreases with increasing
temperature (figure 4).
Table 1: Calculated surface tension and surface composition
of Sn-Mg liquid
Sn-Mg (1073K)
b
xSn

 calc (N/m)

s
xSn

0
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1

0.548
0.568
0.589
0.598
0.598
0.590
0.575
0.558
0.541
0.527
0.515

0
0.051
0.172
0.192
0.414
0.546
0.685
0.812
0.903
0.961
1

The calculation of surface composition (figure 5 and table 1)
shows that there is little segregation of Mg until xSn=0.333,
at which the tin becomes to segregate in surface. The
segregation of Mg for xSn<0.333 is explained by the fact that
there are many free atoms of Mg in pseudo-ternary system
and almost atoms of tin are engaged in clusters (figure 2). At
xSn=0.333, the number of clusters becomes to decrease and
we have more free atoms of tin that can segregate in surface.
The calculation of surface segregation versus temperature
shows that as the temperature increases there is little change
in the segregation of Mg and the decrease of that of tin
(figure 5).

Figure 4: Surface tension of Sn-Mg liquid at different
temperatures.
(──) 873 K; (─∙─) 1073 K; (-----) 1273 K

Figure 5: Surface composition of Sn at different
temperatures.
(──) 873 K; (─∙─) 1073 K; (-----) 1273 K

4. Conclusion

Figure 3: Surface tension of Sn-Mg liquid at T = 1073 K
(──) calculated, (o) Eremenko [15]

Thermodynamics behaviors of Sn-Mg liquid have been
explained by the presence of SnMg2 clusters. Near the
composition corresponding to cluster stoichiometry,
calculated surface tension of Sn-Mg liquid shows a
maximum explained by the presence of clusters in liquid.
The surface tension decreases when temperature increases
due to dissociation of clusters by thermal agitation.
Calculation of surface composition shows segregation of tin
from xSn=0.33. The segregation of tin atoms decreases when
temperature increases.
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